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Basic Data “Buckets” for Moving Image Metadata Records 
 

Identifiers 

 

 Unique identifiers (alphanumeric) 

 Titles (can have numeric representation as well as textual) 

 Version 

 Location (physical and digital files) 

 Filenames 

 

Descriptive 

 

 Title(s)  

 Version 

 Names of people involved in creation of work, or “on screen” 

 Dates (production, broadcast, release, distribution) 

 Summaries/abstracts 

 Subject and genre access 

 

Physical description (analog) 

 

 Format (gauge, size, etc.) 

 Number of units 

 Color 

 Sound 

 Aspect ratio 

 Running time 

 Carrier stock (manufacturer of film, videotape, audiotape) 

 

Technical metadata (digital) 

 

 original source information (if a digital surrogate of an analog original): 

medium, generation, condition, preservation, identifier,etc. 

 filename 

 filesize 

 file format (and version) 

 codec  

 sample rate 

 hardware/software (and versions) 

 vendor (could be more than one) 

 date created 

 running time 

 physical carrier 
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Authenticity (What is the version or state of the digital file?) 

 

 working files  

 rejected files 

 final approved file 

 “archival” master 

 “copy” master 

 Lower-res derivatives (web use, “screeners,” etc.) 

 

Administrative 

 

 Acquisition (of original source too) 

 Access restrictions (restrictions set internally for preservation reasons or donor 

agreements) 

 

Legal (Intellectual Property Rights) 

 

 Who owns the copyright (intellectual property): to the work, to the digital file 

 Restrictions on preservation, display or dissemination, and use (restrictions can be 

set externally by rights holder) 

 Digital rights management: can enforce restrictions through the digital file 

 

Preservation 

 

 Condition 

 Preservation actions 

 

For Digital files: Include technical metadata on creation of the file, PLUS: 

 

 How content was digitally manipulated (cropping, scratch removal, etc.) 

 Identification of other files used to create this file (e.g., overlays, stitched files) 

 Condition (corrupt file?) 

 Checksum 

 Preservation actions 

 Location of all copies of the file (physical and file directories on servers) 

 Original path, if changed 

 Carriers (DVD, tape, servers) 

 Back-up schedule (include dates)  

 Migration information 
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